Low-code: accelerating digital transformation
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Productivity issues, skill shortages and business project backlogs are the main reason that low-code solutions will make up 65% of application development by 2024, according to Gartner. When looking towards the future, low-code platforms will be key in accelerating digital transformation.

In this article, Johan Jonzon, CMO and Founder of edge analytics pioneer Crosser, explores why.

Rather than using complex coding languages, low-code platforms use visual interfaces with simple logic and drag-and-drop features. This enables users to master a single system, making them simple enough to be used by almost anyone working within the facility. According to OutSystems, an app development platform, these advantages are the top reasons why low-code is chosen by IT leaders to accelerate digital transformation.

Maintaining the lifecycle of flows

In the constantly-changing Industry 4.0 landscape, facilities need to adapt quickly, and their data flows must reflect that. Over the lifetime of a project, libraries connected to a specific program will need to be updated, credentials including passwords and user will change, security will increase, and data might need to be sent to different destinations. This makes maintaining and updating data flows challenging and costly.

The majority of total cost of an application is spent on the lifecycle management. However, low-code offers cost reduction because users only need to update settings and flow designs – not the code itself – which requires fewer resources. As low-code platforms can be accessed by anyone with limited knowledge, there is little need to hire external specialists, meaning inhouse departments can become more effective, saving recruitment costs.

Passing the power to citizen developers

As digital transformation accelerates, data volumes increase and industrial facilities become
smarter, there will be a more desperate need to leverage non-developer workers to manage business applications without the need to involve IT departments.

Using a low-code platform makes empowering the citizen developer much easier to execute because of its simple and quicker nature. In fact, results have shown that 70% of low code users with no prior experience of using low code platforms learned low code in less than one month.

Furthermore, the combination of rising software developer costs and the widening IT skills gap means it’s vital for facilities to reduce reliance on external IT experts. By empowering non-developers with the ability to create and manage data flows, workloads can be shared across the workforce to reduce pressure, allowing more to be done in less time. AppSheet revealed that 60% of organisations, state that citizen developers have given IT departments more breathing room.

**Centralised orchestration**

In today’s Industry 4.0 environments, factories can be a minefield of data – and this is only going to increase. Especially for enterprises with multiple facilities located in different countries, all with several process areas and personalised IT setups, the easiest way to monitor all activity in unison is to ensure centralised orchestration.

Centralised orchestration with a hybrid integration approach is the perfect combination that the industry needs. And this is often found with low-code platforms. It allows teams to work from numerous sites creating specific use cases, which can be monitored centrally. It provides facility managers with a focal vision of what’s being deployed anywhere, at any time. This centralised view helps to achieve simplified, unified orchestration, operational peace of mind and improves efficiency.

Furthermore, digital transformation will not revolve solely around edge, Cloud, or on-premise – it will involve using all three. Crosser’s low-code hybrid integration platform enables a ‘hybrid first’ approach, which means dataflows can be deployed and managed on any network level, from edge to on-premise. This unique solution makes it easier to monitor and maintain data flows using a centralised platform — eliminating the need for additional systems to compensate for different areas of data flow deployment.

Digital transformation will involve becoming more agile and streamlining as many processes as possible. One of the most efficient ways to ensure this is with a low-code platform, which is purpose built for industrial requirement. As the need for data flows grows, facilities must opt for platforms that can provide lower lifecycle costs, deeper insights and leverage talent inhouse when considering the future impact of digital transformation.
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